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Maybe he had just gone to the gents.

However, that man never reappeared again.

The atmosphere in Bayside National Stadium was reaching a climax at the
moment. As Cethos was hosting the event, local fans outnumbered fans from
other countries by making up two-third of the audience, and bright red flags were
being waved everywhere in the stadium.

After Stanley was introduced, the host went on to introduce Sean and the other
four professional players of the team.

“These four players were part of the national team that won second place last
year, and they are here today to seize the championship trophy. Let’s wish them
good luck!”

“‘Dragon Belle Warrior’ is the vice captain of the red team and he’s also a much
admired scholar studying at Bayside University. ‘Dragon Belle Warrior’ has been
playing the game for many years as the partner of ‘Snow Fox’, and both of them
are deemed the perfect team by many other professional players of the game!”

Cheers came from the audience to welcome the two young and handsome guys.

Finally, it was the part which everyone had been looking forward to the most.

“Now, let me proudly introduce the last two players of the red team. First of all,
let’s welcome the most dashing and charming player in the game—‘Sirius233’!”



Sophia, who was standing offstage, said silently to herself, There’s nothing I
should be scared of since I own several billions!

Holding her breath to focus her mind, she then exhaled deeply before striding
onto stage confidently.

Wearing an alluring red dress which wrapped around her tall and curvy figure
perfectly, she emerged before the audience. When she waved at the audience,
the red diamond ring on her finger gave out a dazzling bright red glow
complementary to the sea of red in the stadium.

To everyone’s utter consternation, Sirius the Monster, the most dashing player
who dated with many female players online, was actually a woman.

Many fans from other states bought the ticket just to be here to beat Sirius233 up
but to their surprise, the player was actually a woman!

Not only was she a woman, but she was a very beautiful one too!

The stark contrast sent the excitement of the audience to an all-time high.

‘Sirius233’ was a player in the game worshipped by many female fans. When
Sophia emerged on the stage, all the fans took out banners and signs on which
‘Sirius233’ was written to show their support.

The host remarked, “I’m really surprised to learn that the The Most Handsome
and Wealthiest gamer is actually a woman!”

Looking slightly embarrassed, Sophia looked up at the big screen which was
showing her character in the game. Her character was a very powerful
swordsman who was known for his ruthless tactics. Bloodbaths occurred
everywhere her character passed by as he was capable of killing other players in
seconds. The cruelty of her character was a far cry from what she looked like in
real life.



Perhaps it was because Scary Phoenix, the super big shot, had not arrived, the
host was trying hard to buy time by passing the microphone to Sophia. “I’ve
never seen such a beautiful female player participating in the Esports World
Championship before. Sirius233, why are you so interested in esports while it’s
something most other girls find boring?”

This was Sophia’s first time speaking at such a grand event and its scale was
considerably larger than those campus belle contests she took part in before.
Having drawn in a deep breath, she flashed the audience her most beautiful
smile and answered the host’s question, “I major in game designing in university
and I’m going to be starting my second year soon. As I’ve always loved playing
computer games ever since I was little, it’s only natural that I have passion for
esports too.”

At this, the audience cheered loudly.

Then, the host seemed to have received a cue from the backstage staff as he
soon ended the interview with Sophia and let her settle down in her seat to
prepare for the game.

“Ladies and gentlemen, including those who are watching the livestream now,
please give me your full attention because the biggest surprise of the tournament
this year is coming! Now, let’s welcome ‘Scary Phoenix’, the last member of the
red team and the first ever player of ‘Swordsman Game’!”

A round of thunderous clapping erupted in the stadium, joined by even the fans
and players of the blue team.

Based on the available information made public on ‘Scary Phoenix’, he was the
first player who created an account in ‘Swordsman Game’ and he was also the
most powerful player the game had ever seen. Many years ago, he led the
Cethos team to clinch first place in the Esports World Championship. After years
of seclusion, he suddenly made a comeback this year by attending the
tournament with the combative power of his character reduced by 30%. It was
easy to see how powerful he was!



Sophia, who was preparing for the game, widened her eyes in the direction of the
backstage because she was curious to see what her dom top in the game
actually looked like.

Under everyone’s watchful gaze, a slender figure dressed in a maroon shirt
emerged in the spotlight. In a natural and poised manner, the man walked up to
the stage from the left side and strolled toward the middle.

His shirt looked like a blaze of flame which was burning brightly in everyone’s
eyes, and the maroon shirt of his which looked elegant and mysterious happened
to be the lucky color of the Cethos team!

Everyone was petrified, especially Sophia, when they looked closer at the man’s
face.

As soon as the man appeared, the big screen automatically showed his
character in the game as well as his past results in esports.

His user ID in the game was ‘Scary Phoenix’ and he was the player who won first
place in the first individual tournament of the game.

Even the host was stuck in a trance as he stared at Scary Phoenix. As a
professional host, it was rare for him to lose his composure like that. “A-Aren’t
you Mr. Taylor Murray?”

Scary Phoenix took over the microphone and replied with a smile, “I’d prefer you
to address me by ‘Scary Phoenix’.”

The stadium went uproarious at once.

The most powerful player of ‘Swordsman Game’ was actually Taylor Murray, the
popular artist who had won multiple Best Actor Awards?!

Sophia was horrified to see her dom top in the game turning out to be her
husband in real life.



She pinched Stanley’s thigh beside her hard and confronted him furiously in an
undertone, “Why didn’t you tell me that your uncle was Scary Phoenix?!”

Stanley countered, “You’ve never told me you were Sirius too!”

The two glared at each other for three seconds.

Finally, Stanley found the right timing to expose Michael’s secret. “Your wife of
your character in the game, ‘Call Me Taylor’, is Uncle Michael too!”

Sophia opened her eyes so wide that it looked like her eyeballs would pop out
any minute.

Stanley sniggered, “I told you you weren’t a match for Uncle Michael a long time
ago. Just admit it, Sophia—you were fooled by my uncle!”

Sophia glowered at him as though she was trying to pierce through his head with
her penetrating stare.

So, her dom top as well as her wife in the game was the same person?

Was Michael the wife of her character in the game with whom she always chatted
flirtatiously?

While his main account was the most dignified and powerful character in the
game, his ghost account was ‘Call Me Taylor’, which was a flirtatious and sweet
female character?

Soon, the introductions were done and the host announced that the tournament
had officially begun.

Michael walked down from the stage and high-fived the players in his team.



Several years back when Scary Phoenix was still actively participating in
tournaments, he was still a third-tier actor who had not yet won any Best Actor
Awards, so no videos could be found which recorded the tournaments he was
involved in. Hence, nobody knew that Scary Phoenix was actually Taylor Murray.
The whole team was greatly motivated because they felt extremely honored to be
on the same team with a globally renowned figure like him.

When Michael reached Sophia, she dazedly stretched out her hand and
high-fived him with a look of utter disbelief.

Thanks to the fine job of the professional stylists, he looked more dashing than
ever and he was literally glowing at the moment.

Shouldn’t he be flirting with Natasha at the concert hall at the moment?

Why was he suddenly here as Scary Phoenix?

Didn’t he say he wouldn’t be here?

Seriously? Men were so untrustworthy!


